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ABsTRAm

This report describes the main design features and operating

characteristics of the Water Boiler reactor, as of early 1963. Special

emphasis is given to reactor safety and to aspects of the over-all

operation which have not been well covered in previous reports.
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I. Introduction

The present Los Alamos Water Boiler reactor, nicknamed “SUPO,” is a

modification of an earlier design referred to as

from HYPO to SUPO, which was accomplished during

to March 1951, is well described in references 1

no major modifications in SUPO since ~rch 1951.

The status of the Water Boiler has not been

report since August 1955, at which time L. D. P.

“HYPO.” The conversion

the period April 1949

and 2. There have been

reviewed in any formal

King presented a brief
paper. on the design and operating characteristics of SUPO at a reactor

conference. For this and other reasons, it was considered appropriate

at this time to prepare an up-to-date description of the reactor. In-

cluded in the present report is a discussion of the inherent safety of

the Water Boiler operation.

II. General Description

The Water Boiler is an enriched-uranium homogeneous reactor. Easi-

cally, the reactor consists of a l-ft stainless steel sphere filled with

a water solution of uranyl nitrate and surrounded with a graphite neutron

reflector. Criticality is controlled with a set of four control rods

and a rod referred to as the “safety” rod. Other major components include

the “biological” radiation shield, two thermal columns, various access

ports, and a gas recombination system. Photographs and cross-sectional

views of the reactor are shown in Fi~. 1-6. Some general-information

statistics on the reactor are given in Table I.

Although the Los Alamos Water Boiler was the first reactor of its

general type, its main function has been to provide Laboratory personnel

with an intense source of neutrons, rather than to serve as an experiment

in reactor design. On the other hand, the fact that the design has

proved to be successful has led to the construction of a number of other

Water-Boiler-type reactors.

-9-
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Figure 6. SUPO control panel.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

u..

WATER

Nominal maximum power

TABLE I

BOILER CHARACTERISTICS

Maximum thermal flux (at 25 kw)

Critical mass (1949 value)

U235 ~ss (19622)

fi35 enrichment

Uranium solution volume

Type of solution

Radiolytic hydrogen evolution rate (at 2’jkw)

Cooling water flow

Rate of ~35 burnup

Biological shield dimensions (ft)

25 h

9.3 x 1011 n/cm2sec

~780 gm

~950 m

88.8$

12.7 liters

‘02(N03)2

7.3 l/mina

~3.2 gal/rein

d. gm/yr

15x15x103

aMeasured at a pressure of 580 mmHg.

III. The Reactor Core

A. Sphere Details

The sphere was formed by welding together two “spun” hemispheres of

type-347 stainless steel. Figure 7 shows a bottom view of the sphere

assembly just before the welding operation. Inside the sphere are (1)

three helical coils of l/4-in. stainless steel tubing, each 20 f’tlong,

through which cooling water is passed, (2) two re-entrant thimbles which

permit the boron control rods to penetrate the sphere volume, (3) a

“Glory Hole” port tube, and (4) two “bubbler” tubes (not visible in Fig.

7) used in measuring the solution level. A cross-sectio~l view of the

sphere is shown in Fig.

Table II.

Figure 9 shows the

partially constructed.

8, and a list of pertinent data is given in

sphere assembly in position with the reflector

The small tube which comes out of the bottom of

the sphere is used for solution addition or removal. In the assembled

reactor, the sphere is situated in a l-ft-diameter spherical cavity in

-16-



Figure 7. Photograph of sphere interior, with bottom hemisphere removed.
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TABLE II

SUPO SPHERE DATA

1. Sphere

O.D. (12 in.)
I.D. (11-7/8 h.)
Thickness of shell (1/16 in.)
Inside area
Inside volume

2. Glory Hole

Center of sphere to center of Glory Hole
Length along center line
O.D. (1.105 in.)
I.D. (1.005 in.)
Volume of displaced soup
Mass of stainless steel (P = 7.86)
Volume of stainless steel
Inside volume of Glory Hole

3. Control rod thimbles

O.D. (3/4 in.)
Length, below soup level (8-15/16 in.)
Volume of displaced soup (each thimble)

4. Cooling coils

I.D. (;/~6i$ j)
O.D.
Len@h (3 coils) [60 d“
Volume of soup displaced (%57 ft j
Volume of coils - inside
Mass of stainless steel in coils (P = 7.86)
Volume of stainless steel

5. Void-spherical sector

Height from bubbler level to sphere I.D.
Volume of void
Area of chord plane

6. Total volume of soup voids in sphere

7. Calculated volume of soup (at bubbler level)

8. Measured volume of soup (at bubbler level)

30.480 cm
30.163 cm

0.15 cm
2,858 cm2
14,368 CC

6.43 cm
27.28 cm
2.807 cm
2.553 cm
168.8 cc
24o gm
30.5 cc
138.8 cc

1.905 cm
22.78 cm

64.9 CC

0.476 cm
0.635 cm
1,830 cm
%550 cc
325 CC

1,995 gm
254 CC

4.84 cm
992 CC

388 cm2

1,841 cc

14,368
- 1,841
12,527 CC

12,696 cc

-19-



Figure 9. View of SUPO during construction, just after
#4 had been stacked.

graphite layer
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the graphite reflector, i.e., the

with the sphere (see Fig. 2). An

reflector is essentially in contact

Sb-Be start-up neutron source is lo-

cated in a removable graphite block which contacts the sphere on the

north side (layer #7 in Fig. 2).

B. The Uranium Solution (or “Soup”)

The Water Boiler “soup” is a solution of uranyl nitrate

[U02(N03)206H20]in dilute nitric acid (NO.1 N). The approximate chemi-

cal composition of the soup in early 1960 is given in Table III. A

chemical analysis of the solution is current~ made semiannually by

group K-2; typical results (July 1960) are shown in Table IV. The Fe

concentration, which is determined once a year, is assumed to be an in-

dicator of the corrosion rate of the stainless steel surfaces that are

in contact with the soup. A plot of all Fe analyses to date is shown in

Fig. 10. There is some evidence that the corrosion rate is slowing down, .
but further data are needed before one can be confident of this trend.

In any case, if the corrosion is occurring uniformly over all exposed

surfaces, the 1960 observed Fe concentration of 0.6 mg/cc corresponds to

a reduction in wall thickness of only wO.0001 in. On the other hand, if

most of the corrosion has occurred in a localized area, the sphere could

conceivably start leaking at any time. The consequences of such a leak

are discussed in Section IX.

Because of the radiolytic decomposition of N03 ions during opera-

tion, it is necessary to add concentrated HN03 to the uranium solution

periodically. The adopted procedure is to add 185 cc of acid every

1000 kwh. This acid is injected into the sphere through an acid-addition

system located on top of the reactor. A full description of the acid-

addition system is given in reference 4. The reactor is operated at a

power of 1 kw during acid additions; this procedure insures good mixing

of the acid with the soup and enables the operator to ascertain, from

the change in control-rod position, approximately how much acid has been

transferred to the sphere. Addition of 185 cc HN03 to the soup induces

-21.-



TABLE III

APPROXIMATE GRAM WEIGHTS OF SOUP Constituent% (1~0)
FOR A SOLUTION VOLUME OF 12,700 CC

Constituent

$35

~238

N

H

o

Stainless steel
(in solution)

Fission products

Total Grams

950

120

190

1,410

11,$%0

do

%15

TABLE IV

RESUI!I’SOF ROUTINE SOUP ANALYSES

Values in the top row were obtained from the sample of July 5, lg60,
and below these are the observed ranges of values

which appear to be acceptable.

Nitrogen

(M/~) pH

Total U
(U&ll) (-) (:/ml)

7-5-60 14.99 0.85 82 1037 0.62

Acceptable
range 10-17 0.5-1.5 75-85 U.O

-22-
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a negative reactivity change equivalent to w1O gm $35.

Following each acid addition, a water trap in the recombine system

(labeled “LIQ. TRAP” in Fig. 11) is dumped. The volume of this trap

(42 cc) roughly

breakdown of ~85

2HN03

Thus, by dumping

in the sphere is

primary means of

has been dumped,

equals the amount of by-product water formed in the

cc ‘fHN03’
the reaction being

e.g., NO+ N02+ 02

the trap once every acid cycle, the inventory of water

kept approximately constant. In fact, this trap is the

controlling the total solution volume. After the trap

about 8 kwh of reactor operation are required to refill

the trap with condensate.

On at least two occasions since 1949, a uranium precipitate has

formed in the sphere. Chemical tests strongly suggest that this precip-

itate is uranyl peroxide (trihydrate), U0403H20. Experience has shown

that precipitation will not occur as long as the acid concentration is

kept above a certain threshold. A standard procedure followed since

1956 is to add an extra ~ cc of HN03 to

addition line beccmes partially plugged,

It is assumed that the observed plugging

buildup of precipitate in the bottom of
Q3K

the sphere whenever the soup-

which occurs about every 6 months.

of this line corresponds to a

the sphere.

The burnup rate of ~=J in the Water Boiler, based on an average in-

tegrated power of 25,000 kwh/yr, is %1.1 gm/yr. Thus, many years of

operation are possible without fuel addition or fuel processing. In fact,

the soup has not been chemically purified since it was transferred to the

sphere in 1949.

Iv. Gas Recombination System

The fission fragments released in the sphere solution during power

operation lose part of their energy by dissociating H20 molecules and

-24-



N03 ions. At a power level of 25 kw, there are %7.5 l/reinof H2 and

120 cc/reinof gaseous oxides of nitrogen being released from the soup.

The gas recombination system, installed in early 1951, was designed to

eliminate most of the problems associated with this large gas evolution

rate. These problems include:

1. Potential explosion hazard associated with the evolved H2-02

mixture.

2. Necessity of fregyent addition of H20 if the “offl’gases were

allowed to escape.

3. Undesirability of releasing large quantities of highly radio-

active gas to the atmosphere.

The gas recc?nbination(or “recombine”) system is described in

considerable detail in reference 2; consequently, only a brief des-

cription will be given here. Figure 11 shows a semischematic layout

of the assembly. A centrifugal blower forces 110 l/reinof sweep gas

(primarily air) around thesemiclosed system. Atthiscircul.ation

rate, the

keeps the

points of

condenser

solution off-gas is immediately diluted a factor of %9, which

hydrogen concentration below the detonation limit at all

the system. The diluted gas is passed first through a reflux

in the sphere stack, which removes most of the water vapor

and acid vapor, as well as solution spray. Next, the gas goes through

a stainless-steel-wooltrap, which serves to remove entrained liquid

and provides a large surface area for capture of fission fragments.

After passing through the blower (blawer pressure differential = 8 in.

of H20), the gas enters a catalyst chamber containing platinized

alumina pellets. Here, the H2 and 02 recanbine, with sufficient evolu-

tion of heat to raise the exit gas temperature to Z200°C. The so-called

‘exter~l” condenser reduces the gas temperature to d20°C, which

condenses the water vapor; the condensate then runs back into the

sphere, with the result that there is essentially no net loss of water

from the sphere.

What was originally believed to be the highest pressure point of

-25-
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the recombine system, the blower exit, is connected through a needle

valve to an exhaust line which has a static subatmospheric pressure of

-3 in. H20. With this arrangement, it was assumed that any leak which

developed in the recombine system would be a leak in rather than out.—

There was a flaw in this argument, however, since for several years

there has been a small leak of radioactive gas out of the system in the

vicinity of the centrifugal blower. The leak originated soon after the

blower was repaired in 1953. Presunmbly, there is a crack in the gasket

seal, and the inertial pressure at the periphery of the blower housing

is above atmospheric. The small amount of gas which escapes is collect-

ed with an exhaust arrangement which discharges the gas into the atmos-

phere above the reactor building. This leak

of the extremely high radiation levels (>500

countered during the repair operation.

Excess gas which appears in the system,

has not been fixed because

r/hr) which would be en-

whether internally gener-

ated or externally injected, is automatically bled into the exhaust (or

“stack”) line through the needle valve mentioned above. The two min

sources of excess gas are (1) the liberated oxides of nitrogen, frcm NO-
3

breakup, which do not recombine in the catalyst chamber, and (2) bleed

air forced down the pressure-sensing tubes of the recombine system to

buck diffusion of radioactive gas up these lines to the pressure gauges.

During 25 kw operation, about 220 cc/reinof excess gas flows into

the exhaust line. This line runs underground to the top of an adjacent

mesa and terminates in a 150-fi-high stack. A large centrifugal blower

near the base of this stack generates the (-3)-in. exhaust pressure men-

tioned above. It requires A hours for the fission gas to travel from

the reactor to the base of the stack; consequently, much of the radio-

activity has already decayed before the gas is liberated to the atmos-

phere. It has been the opinion of the Laboratory Health Division that

the liberation of

populated area.

The catalyst

this gas does not constitute a hazard to the nearest

chamber has exhibited no detectable change in

.27-



operating characteristics since its original installation. Presumably

it will last indefinitely, even though its normal operating temPerat~e

(at 25kw) is A50°C.

Startup procedures speci~ that the reactor power shall not exceed

10 kw until the recombine temperature has reached 100°C. This procedure

preheats the catalyst bed and tests its operation before the higher oxy-

hydrogen production rates characteristic of f%ll power are encountered.

After the reactor is turned off, the recombine blower is operated for a

full hour to ensure recombination of all radiolytic gas present in the

system at the time of shutdown. At the end of the hour, the blower is

turned off by a time-delsy circuit.

When the reactor is operated at >30 kw, abnormsl pressure fluctua-

tions are observed in the recombiner-system pressure gauges. These

pressure variations are believed to be caused by unstable burning of the

gas in some region preceding the catalyst pellets. This is one of sever-

al reasons why the Water Boiler is normally operated at a maximum power

of 25 kw (see Section VII).

v. Control Rods

The Water Boiler has four control rods and a safety rod. A scram

signal from the control console will cause all five rods to drop (free

fall) into the position of minimum reactivity. Rod drop times are of

the order of 0.5 sec.

The safety rod and two of the control rods are basically cadmium

sheets with dimensions l/32 x 2-1/2 x 30 in., sandwiched between l/32-in.

sheets of aluminum. These rods operate in vertical slots in the graphite

reflector, essentially tangent to the sphere. The other two control rods,

called the boron rods, operate in re-entrant thimbles which penetrate the

sphere volume. 10 (95=5$) Pw3,Each boron rod is basicalJy a sintered B

0.555 in. in diameter and 17.9 in. long, contained in a steel tube which

is plated with cadmium, %3 roilsthick. The control reds are checked once

a year for corrosion. To date, corrosion has been a minor problem.

-2a-



The safety rod is motor-driven. At the push-button cormnandof the

operator, the drive motor moves the rod all the way out or all the way

in. It takes %12 sec for withdrawal of this rod. The operator cannot

stop the rod in an intermediate position. Because of an electrical

interlock, none of the other rods can be withdrawn until the safety rod

is in its “out” position. This is the only sequencing interlock in-

volved in the control of the five rods. However, the following condi-

tions are necessary before the safety rod can be withdrawn:

1. Control-rod-position indicators set at 000.

2. Scram switch in the “up” position.

3. All scram relays unshorted (see Table VI, Section VI).

4. All (four) safety chassis scram channels untripped.

Each cadmium control rod is actuated by a pair of selsyns, one at

the control console and the other at the rod gear box. The operator

simply turns the console selsyn to move the control rod. The boron

rods, on the other hand, are equipped with motor drives. An electronic

automatic control (A.C.) system, provided for holding the reactor at a

preselected power level, can be connected to either of the boron rod

drives. During steady operation, the A.C. system is normally used to

actuate the east boron rod. Some type of automatic control is absolutely

essential for water-boiler-type reactors because of (1) instabilities

associated with the high radiolytic gas evolution rate, and (2) the

large temperature coefficient of reactivity.

The reactivity worth of each of the three cadmium rods is 41, and

the two boron rods are each worth~~3. Total rod control therefore

amounts to 49. Plots of rod worth versus position for the boron rods

and west cadmium rod are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. Additional control-

rod reactivity data are given in Section IX.
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VI. Instrumentation

A. General

A block diagram of the Water Boiler control instrumentation

shown in Fig. 14. Several of the indicated components have been

is

des-

cribed earlier in this report; others are described in the following

paragraphs. Although it is not immediately apparent in the block dia-

gram, a sizable fraction of the instrumentation iS associated with the

recombine system.

B. Chamber Systems

There are six instrumentation chambers involved in the Water

Boiler control system. They are all shown in the block diagram (Fig.

14). Pertinent facts about these chambers are given in Table V. A

description of the purpose and functions of each chamber system 1s

presented below.

1. TWEETER System

a. Basic Purpose: Low-level neutron monitor.

b. Specific Functions:

1) Provides an audible signal (broadcast over loud-speakers in

both the reactor room and control room) whose frequency is

proportional to reactor power. This system gives one of

the first indications of neutron multiplication. It is

automatically turned off at -1 kw.

2) Provides a counting-rate-meter indication of power level in

the operating range between source level and d.O watts.

2. INTEGRATOR System

a. F@sic Purpose: High-level neutron monitor.

b. Specific Functions:

1) Provides scaler information from which the total integrated

kilowatt-hours may be obtained for any Pericklof reactor

operation, regardless of arbitrary cha~es in Power level.
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2) Provides the reactor operator with an audible signal whose

frequency is proportional to reactor power (useful only for

power levels >1 kw).

3) Provides a highly accurate measure, through scaler counting

rate, of relative power level (useful in the power region

>100 watts).

3. LOG N System

a. Basic Purpose: Combination power-level and period monitor,

operative over the entire reactor power-level range.

b. Specific Functions:

1) Provides the operator with a visual (meter) indication of

reactor period.

2) Provides a period scram (Primary Scram Channel I).

3) Provides the operator with a visual indication of reactor

power level throughout the entire operating range from

source level to maximum power. Log N is displayed on a 7-

decade galvanometersscale, 14 in. long. This device usually

gives the operator his first indication of source multipli-

cation.

4) Provides a record of Log N as a function of time. The Log

N recorder is normally in operation 24 hours a day, 7 days

a week.

4. AUTOMATIC CONTROL System

a. Basic Purpose: Generation of electronic driving signal for

servo system that is used to keep reactor power level at a con-

stant value.

b. Specific Functions:

1) Provides electronic feedback signal mentioned in (a). A by-

product of this feature is that the operator is provided

with a simple method of inducing large-scale movement of

the two boron rods.

2) Provides a method for accurate establishment of a desired
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power level. The accuracy of this system decreases with

power level, since the A.C. chamber is uncompensated.

3) Provides the operator with an oscilloscope null indication

when a preset power level has been reached.

5. ~LOWATT CHAMBER System

a. Basic Purpose: Linear

b. Specific Functions:

1)

2)

3)

4)

Provides a visual,

power-level indicator.

linear power-level (meter) reading at

the control panel and on all four reactor faces (useful for

power levels~ 0.5 kw)o

Provides two power-level scrams (Primary Scram Channel 11,

and a shorting-relay scram).

Provides a record of linear power level versus time for

power levels in excess of %0.5 kw.

Provides the signal that turns off the TWEETER system at

‘a kw.

6. SAFE!I’Y CHAMBER System

a. Basic Purpose: Linear power-level scram.

b. Specific Functions:

1) Provides a power-level scram (Primary Scram Channel IV).

2) Provides a visual, linear power-level (meter) reading at the

control panel (useful for power levels ~ 1 kw).

c. Scram System

The nerve center of the

“SCRAMCIRCUTI’” in Fig. 14).

flop” circuits in the Safety

scram system is the Safety Chassis (labeled

There are five Schmidt-trigger “flip-

Chassis, controlled by fourteen separate

scram signals (see Table VI). When one of the scram signals reaches its

trip point, the associated flip-flop circuit “flips,” causing all rods

to disengage and drop to their position of minimum reactivity.

Operation of the reactor with ~ scram bypassed, inoperative, or

with the scram trip point set differently from that given in Table VI
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requires the approval of the Water Boiler Committee. With one excep-

tion, scram channels can be bypassed or rendered inoperative only by

rewiring or disconnecting appropriate cables. The one exception is the

Period scram, which can be bypassed with a spring-loaded push-button

switch. It is necessary for the supervisor to use this bypass switch

during power calibration of the Log N system; otherwise, electrical

transients introduced during this procedure would usually trip the

Period scram.

All of the scram circuits are checked periodically. The trip

points of the Period, Kilowatt, and Safety scram channels are checked

daily. Also, the Recombiner-Flow scram is tested each day by turning

off the recombine blower motor. All sensitrol relays are tested once

a week by tripping them with a magnet and checking that they activate

the associated Safety Chassis relays. At the end of each quarter year,

every scram circuit is thoroughly tested, either directly or indirectly,

to insure that it is operating as specified in Table VI.

VII. Operating Characteristics

A. Normal Operation

The Water Boiler can be operated at any steady-state power between

~0.1 watt and 25 kw. The lower limit is imposed by the automatic con-

trol system, which starts to be nonlinear at power levels <O.1 watt.

The nominal upper limit of 25 kw is imposed by conditions outlined in

the next subsection.

It takes a minimum time of -5 min to bring the reactor up to power

levels >5 kw from subcritical (all rods down). After a scram, the

reactor power level essentially follows the decay of the delayed neu-

trons; the power drops a factor of -25 in the first 5 see, and after 1

min the power level is down a factor of -200. The rapidity with which

the reactor can be brought to full power or dropped down to essentially

zero power from full ’poweris often a considerable advantage in the
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design and

brought to

period.

performance of reactor experiments. The reactor has been

power and scrammed as many as 50 times in a single 8-hr

Certain operational data are recorded in a log book every two hours

during steady operation at any given power level. Typical operating

conditions at 25 kw are shown in Table VII. Calibration of the reactor

power-level scale is normally derived from thermal data obtained at

operational levels of 210 kw. The formula used to calculate the thermal

power is

Thermal Power = C,Cn(m.OF. +AT.oF_)

where

ms =

ATC =

Fs =

Fc =

c1 =

C2 =

.!.= Sa cc

(OUT-IN) temperature rise of sphere cooling water

(OUT-IN) temperature rise of reconibinercondenser

water (°C)

sphere cooling water flow (gal/rein)

condenser cooling water flow (gal/rein)

0.264 = conversion factor: kw/(°C x gsl/min)

1.o6, an empirical constant which mainly corrects

conduction heat loss to the reflector

B. Operation at Power Levels >25 kw

Soon after SUPO was completed, trial runs were made at power

(“c)

cooling

for

levels

as high as 45 kw, and during most of 1951 and 1952, the reactor was fre-

quently operated at 35 kw for sustained periods of time. However, exper-

ience gained during these early years finally led to the decision

(September 1953 ) to limit the power to a nominal 25 kw. The main reasons

for this decision follow:

1. At >30 kw, rather large pressure fluctuations

various points around the recombiner-system gas loop.

may be associated with unstable burning of hydrogen in

ing the catalyst chamber. Consequently, limitation of

are observed at

These fluctuations

the region preced-

the reactor power

to <30 kw is a safety measure designed to reduce the possibility of a
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TABLE VII

NpIcAL EQuuBRIUM OPERATING co~rrIoNs AT 25 kw

(December 1961)

East boron control rod position

Sphere H20 flow

Condenser H20 flow

Integrating counter

Temperatures (°C):

Sphere solution
Sphere water (In)
Sphere water (Out)
Reflux condenser water (In)
Reflux condenser water (Out)
External condenser water (Out)
Air into sphere
Air out of sphere
Air into recombine
B4C shield
Blower bearing
Steel (east side)
Recombine bed (bottom)
Reccxnbinerbed (middle)
Recombiner bed (top)
Air out of recombine
Catalyst pot

pressures (in. H20):

Catalyst chamber~p
Reflux condenser Ap
Orifice flow meterAp
Stack vacuum
System-to-stackAp
Bleed-in air

Sphere inlet water pressure

Bleed-in air flow

Blower-generator frequency

Blower-generator power

525

3.43 gal/rein

0.20 gal/rein

112.8 x 1~ cts/min

60.8
5.0

30.8
3.5

10.8
15.7
26.1
11.5
34.2
21.8
34.0
22.1

434
;::

180
122

3.1

5*7
0.61

3.1
0.18

5.2

80 psi

130 cc/rein

85 cycles/see

160 watts
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H2-02 explosion.

2. At ~35 kw, power-level transients start to appear which are

either too large or too rapid to be completely cancelled by operation of

the automatic control system. The precise cause of these transients is

not known. Some of them are definitely correlated with the phenomenon

discussed above in (l). However, there is basis for postulating that

many of the transients are caused by sporadic local boiling of the core

solution in the spaces between cooling-coil loops.

3. Sustained operation of the reactor at power levels 230 kw suf-

ficiently raises the temperature of the edge of the reflector region to

cause boron-loaded paraffin to melt and slowly ooze into port 4W.

c. True Boiling Mode

During certain studies of reactor behavior, SUPO has been operated

at boiling temperature (~93°C). To achieve this condition, the cooling

water is turned off during operation at a power level in the range 10-25

kw. As the sphere temperature rises, the control rod is steadily with-

drawn by the automatic control because of the large negative temperature

coefficient of reactivity. When the boiling temperature is reached, a

large increase in void volume occurs because of steam bubble fomation.

This causes the reactor power to decrease to a quasi-equilibrium value

of 5 or 6 kw, regardless of further control rod withdrawal. In fact, all

control rods can be completely withdrawn without affecting the reactor

behavior; the automatic control system is therefore completely useless

under these conditions. During the boiling mode of operation, the power

level is almost continuously varying, but the magnitude of the fluctua-

tions is only 1O-15*.

VIII. Experimental Facilities

There are over thirty different ports in the

samples may be irradiated. In addition, external

established at many of these ports.

-41-
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Small ssmples requiring high flux are usually irradiated in one of

the ports which enter the graphite reflector region. These ports run in

an east-west direction and either penetrate, are tangent to, or end ad-

jacent to the sphere. Larger samples or samples that require an almost

pure thermal flux are irradiated in the thermal columns. A brief descrip-

tion of the more frequently used sample facilities follows.

A. Graphite Reflector Ports

1. Glory Hole (ports 3E and 3W~

Samples may be placed in a l-in.-I.D. tube, appraimtely 10-3/4 in.

long, which passes through the sphere in an east-west direction, 2-1/8 in.

below and 1-3/8 in. south of the sphere center. This is the highest flux

position available in the reactor (dO” n/cm2 sec at 25 kw). The Cd

ratio, measured with 5-roiliridiumfoils, is~3 (see Fig. 15).

2. Ports 4E and 4W

Ports 4E and 4W terminate, respectively, 6 in. east and 6 in. west of

the reactor north-south centerline. The centerline of these “collinear”

ports is located 2-1/8 in. below (in the same horizontal plane as the

Glory Hole) and 5-5/8 in. south of the sphere center. The normal sample

positions in each of the ports are two l-3/&in.-I.D. x 4-in.-deep cylin-

drical holes in the graphite stringer. The vertical.axis of both holes is

10 in. from the sphere vertical centerline. These positions are the ones

most frequently used for sample irradiations. The neutron flux at as kw

is & x 1011 n/cm2 sec. If required, the inner removable &l/4-in. x 4-l/4-

in. graphite stringer may be mcdif’iedto accommodate larger samples.

3. Ports lE and lW

Ports 111and lW terminate, respectively, 4-5/8 in. east and 4-5/8 in.

west of the north-south centerline. The centerline of these collinear

ports is located 6-3/8 in. above and 7/16 in. south of the sphere center.

The normal sample positions in each of the ports are two l-3/1+-in.-I.D.x

4-in.-deep cylindrical holes in the graphite stringer. The width of the

inner graphite stringer for each port is 2-1/8 in. The two sample holes
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in each stringer are in line and are located about 6 in. and 8 in.}

resp.ective~, from the sphere vertical Centerline. The neutron flux in
11

the inner sample hole isN4 x 10 n/cm2 sec at 25 kw.

4. Tangent Hole (Ports 2E and 2W)

Samples may be placed in a l.k-in.-I.D. tube, apprmimately 10 in.

long, which is almost tangent to the sphere surface. The centerline of

the port is 6-3/8 in. above and 2-9/16 in. south of the sphere center.
11At 25 kw, the flux is %5 x 10 n/cm2 sec (see Fig. 15). Currently, a

facility for pneumatically inserting samples is mounted in the west half

Of this pOZ% (2W). Samples are contained in nylon or aluminum tubes

(rabbits) which will accommodate cylindrical samples about 1.7 in. long

and 0.35 in. O.D. Rabbit-tube extensions are available which allow rapid

delivery of the sample to the chemistry building or to the nuclear spec-

troscopy laboratory.

5. Vertical Ports

There are SIX vertical cylindrical ports; two are of 1 in. diameter

and four are of 4 in. diameter. They are designated as 4-in.-SW, l-in.-

SW, 4-in.-SE, l-in.-SE, 4-in.-NW, and 4-in.-NE. The four “S” ports pene-

trate the reflector ~ in. north of the south bismuth wall; the two “N”

ports penetrate the North Thermal Column .u2in. north of the first 4-l/4-

in. layer of the north bismuth wall. The vertical centerlines of the 4-in.

ports are -5 in. from the sphere vertical centerline, whereas the l-in.

ports are located N20 in. frcm the sphere vertical centerline. At present

(1962), the two “Skt’ports are the only ones available for experiments;

the other four ports are occupied with instrumentation chambers (see

Table V).

B.

1.

Thermal Columns

North Thermal Column

The North Thermal

mately 42 in. wide and

reflector region. The

column is a region of high purity graphite approxi-

63 in. high, extending & ft north of the graphite

thermal column is separated fran the reflector
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region by a bismuth wall 8-1/2 in. thick. Access to the column is nor-

mally gained by rolling back the 26-in.-thick main shielding door. There

are other smaller doors which may be opened if it is desired to bring out

neutron beams or electrical leads from experiments. A cavity 4 ft long

by 12-3/4 in. wide by 17 in. high can be produced by remuving the twelve

central 4-1/4-in. x 4-1/4-in. x 4-ft graphite stringers. Smaller cavi-

ties can be made with canbinations of available graphite stringers. The

flux distribution in the central port is shown in Fig. 16.

2. South Thermal Column

The South Thermal Column is a region of high purity graphite, ap-

proximately 60 in. wide by 63 in. high which extends 5 ft south of the

graphite reflector region. This column is separated frcenthe reflector

region by a bismuth wall, 8 in. thick. A neutron-absorbing curtain made

of Boral, which can be quickly raised and lowered, is installed 1 ft

south of the bismuth wall. This curtain will prevent thermal neutrons

from entering the remaining 4 ft of thermal column. Access to the South

Thermal Column is gained through thirty ports (see Fig. 4). A cavity as

large as 12-3/4 in. wide by 12-3/4 in. high by 5 ft long is obtainable.

Since the position of the thermal columns is not symmetric with respect

to the sphere, the maximum flux in the south column (0.9 x 10U n/cm2 see)

is not as high as in the north column (2.3 x 10U n/cm2 see). The flux

distribution in the central.port of the South Thermal Column is shown in

Fig. 16.

IX. Hazards Evaluation

A. Reactivity Behavior of the Core Solution

The Water Boiler solution has a large negative temperature coeffi-

cient of reactivity, with the result that transient power excursions tend

to be self-correcting. The fuel loading required for reactor criticality

as a function of core temperature, at various steady-state powers~ is

shown in Fig. 17. These data give an average temperature coefficient of

reactivity in the region between 30° and 600C of~0.72 gm ~35/OC.
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The decomposition gases also have a strong influence upon reactor

control. Their effect is determined by the instantaneous rate of gas

formation combined with the rate at which the decomposition gases leave

the reactor core. Kas_ten5 made a study of the response of the Water

Boiler to sudden reactivity changes, and was able to separate the effects

of core temperature rise and decomposition-gas formation upon reactor be-

havior. In his experiments, about 0.4~Ak was added to the reactor in

~0.1 sec. Initial.power levels used were 1 kw and 10 kw, and the initial.

sphere temperature ranged from 30° to 82°C. The minimum reactor pericds

observed were of the order of 4 sec. His most significant observation

was that immediately following a reactivity addition, reactivity decrease

was due primarily to decomposition-gas formation, at least lC@ of the po-

tential gases being evolved within 0.2 sec. In all cases the initial rate

of reactivity decrease was estimated to be five or six times the rate

which could be attributed to core-temperature rise. Kasten concluded that

at power levels >1 kw, the gas formation effect contributes much more to

the intrinsic safety of SUPO than does the negative temperaturecoefficient.

B. The KEWB Experiments

A group of reactor experiments which have direct bearing on the in-

herent safety of SUPO have been perfomed by Atomics International

Division of North American Aviation, Inc.
6-13

These experiments were

carried out under an AEC Reactor Safety program entitled “Kinetic

Experiments on Water Boilers” (abbreviated KEWB). The program was

initiated in 1954 and is still in progress. Its main objective has been

to establish a firm basis for the evaluation of the safety of aqueous

homogeneous reactor designs with regard to an accidental addition of

large quantities of reactivity. The core design used in the first

series of KEWB experiments (1956-1959)was patterned very closely after

the Los Alamos design (see Table VIII). Consequently, the results ob-

tained should be applicable to SUPO.

In the KEWB experiments, reactivity additions up to $5 were intro-

duced, both in step and ramp inputs, without damaging the core. Step
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TABLE VIII

COMPARISON OF CHARACZERIE?IICSOF KEWB SPHERICAL-CORE REACI’ORAND SUPO

10

2.

3.

4.

5*

6.

7.

8.

9.

100

u.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Items (Full Core) SUPO

Sphere diameter, inside (in.) 12.3 11.9

Nominal.thickness of core vessel (in.) 1/4 1/16

Chemical form of fuel solution
‘02s04 ‘02(N03)2

Mass of I?35incore for critical (gin) 1240 777

Mass ofl?35for power operation (gin) 1450 950

Fuel enrichment (~) 93.2 88.8

Volume of ~el solution (liters) 13.7 12.7

Fuel concentration (gm F35/1 ) 106 75

Total length of l/4-in.-O.D. cooling coils (ft) 90 60

Mass of stainless steel in cooling coils (gin) 2880 1996

Void volume in control-rod thimbles and

horizontal through-tube (liter) 0.93 0.30

Mass coefficient of reactivity (@/gin#35) 0.016 0.037

Temperature coefficient of reactivity at

30°c (#/”c) -0.041 -0.025

H/~35 ratio 260 350

Gas production coefficient (stoichicxnetric

H2-02 STP l/kwh) 3.8.1 20.2

Sweep-gas flow rate (l/rein) 198 110

Control rod worth (j!!) 9.16 9.1

Graphite reflector dimensions 56-in. 55-in.
cube cube
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inputs were added in %20 msec; ramp inputs were introduced at a maximum

rate of @.16/sec. Among the parameters studied were (1) total ener~

release, (2) maximum period, (3) Pe* Power, (~) maximum inertial and

expansion pressures, and (5) fuel temperature rise. In addition, the

effectiveness of void formation and temperature rise as shutdown

mechanisms was studied in the entire region of reactor periods down to

2 mseco The results of this latter study are summarized in Fig. 18.

The behavior exhibited in Fig. 18 was found to depend very little on the

initial temperature or power level of the reactor. It is noteworthy

that for a period ofw4 see, the KEWB data indicate that void formation

and core temperature rise contribute nearly equal amounts of reactivity

compensation, a result which deviates considerably frcxnK&sten’s5

analysis of SUPO data. Although this difference is not understood in

complete detail, it seems probable that the combination of the gas and

temperature shutdown phenomena at SUPO would limit reactor power excur-

sions to at least as low a level as indicated by the KEWB results.

10

I.0

10-’
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~

/
TOTAL

JIIIII 1 1 1111 [ [ I 1 1111 I 1 I 1 11111 I I I 1111I I I 1

102 10 1.0
-1

10
-2

10
-3

10

REACTOR PERIOD (SEC)

Figure 18. Compensated reactivity at time of power peak vs
reactor period (KEWB). Adapted from reference 12.
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The KEWH data indicate that the magnitude of a water boiler excur-

sion, measured in terms of pressure generated and energy released,

depends primarily on the amount and rate of reactivity addition, and is

relatively insensitive to variation of any of the initial system condi-

tions, such as fuel temperature, core pressure, reactor power level,

and void volume. Step-input transients, which can be thought of as

infinite ramp rates, alwsys provide the maximum burst for a given total

reactivity release. Thus, the step-input data canbe used to estimate a

reasonable upper limit on the magnitude of the excursion that would

result fran addition of a specified amount of reactivity.

Some of the most significant step-input results, from a safety

point of view, are shown in Figs. 19-21. In regard to Fig. 19, it is

assumed that the SUPO curve of reactivity versus reciprocal period would

fall somewhere between the two curves shown, since the normal solution

level corresponds to a 93? filling of the sphere. The peak power and

peak pressures associated with a given reactor period are shown in Fig.

20, and the total energy release is shown in Fig. 2,1. It is noteworthy

that the peak powers observed over most of the period range investigated

are ~0-100 times less than those detected in heterogeneous reactors of

the pool t~e, a direct consequence

of the aqueous homogeneous reactor.

The maximum expansion pressure

was 620 psi, recorded at the bottom

of th; inherent shutdown mechanisms

observed in any of the KEWB runs

of the sphere after a 65 insertion

(lO@ full core). The maximum impact pressure detected was 68o psi at

the top of the sphere (85* W1 core).? These maximum pressures are

comparable to the so-called “design” pressure of the SUPO sphere, based

on conventional strength-of-materialscalcu~tionso These calculations

indicate that the static internal pressure regpired to produce yielding

is ~620 psi, and the static pressure required to produce rupture is

d500 psi. However, from studies of the deformation

‘This impact pressure pulse is believed tobe caused
the fuel solution striking the pressure transducer.
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stainless steel diaphragms under dynamic loading from H2-02 explosions,

the KEW13investigators estimate that the peak pressure required to pro-

duce rupture of a SUPO-type sphere may be >3000 psi.ll In view of these

results and the fact that the actual sphere wall is rigidly supported by

the reflector graphite, it appears highly improbable that damage could

result to the SUPO core vessel from either a nuclear excursion or a

H2-02 explosion (which can produce peak pressures8 up to 450 psi).

c. SUPO Reactivity Data and Excursion Possibilities

With the present fuel loading, the maximum excess reactivity of

supo is~2.7. This value is based on a reactivity equivalent of

@=27 gml?357and onthefollowing assumed conditions: (1) sphere

temperature of 4°C, (2) 1000 kwh

a solution volume of 12,620 cc.

cess reactivity is only &+.

The reactivity worth of the

Safety rod

E. boron

W. boron

E. cadmium

W. cadmium

According to the above data, the

after a normal acid addition, and (3)

At a steady power level of 25 kw, ex-

control rods is as follows:

Grams L?35 @K/K Dollars

33.2 1.0 1.2

79.3 2.4 2.9

81.7 2.5 3.0

26.5 0.8 1.0

27.2 0.8 1.0

Total 9.1

minimum amount by which the present

reactor is subcritical when all control rods are down is (9.1 - 2.7) =

@6.4. It is evident that the shut down reactor cannot be made critical

except through the withdrawal of more than two rods.

~Reactivity values for water boiler reactors are commonly expressed in
the units “grams of U235.” This terminology expresses the equivalence
of a given reactivity change to the addition of N gm U235 to the fuel
solution.
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There are several ways to add significant amounts of reactivity to

SUPO. These are described in the following paragraphs, and the hazard

associated with each operation is assessed.

1. Movement or Removal of Control Rods by Hand from the Reactor Top

In this case, the most hazardous situation exists during control

rod maintenance or inspection. It is standard procedure to have only

one rod completely out of its scabbard at any given time. If a rod is

removed,a safety bar is immediately locked in place which allows the

lifting of only one additional rcxlat a time. If for some reason the

safety bar were ignored, it is conceivable that someone might lift two

rods simultaneously. It would appear that the maximum reactivity change

would be introduced if one of the cadmium rods was out of the reactor,

and both boron rods were then quickly raised. This action would make

the present assembly supercritical by a maximum of m70#, and no signifi-

cant excursion would occur.

At some future date, the $2.7 msximum excess reactivity may be

raised, either through addition of ~35 to the soup or through positive-

reactivity changes external to the sphere. If such changes are restricted

to give a maximum excess reactivity of #k, as has been proposed, then

the type of accident described above would never involve a reactivity

input of more than $!2. The KEWB data indicate that a @2 step input

would put the reactor on a 7 msec period and would produce a maximum

inertial pressure of &O psi. The SUPO core vessel should easily with-

stand such an excursion. Soup would undoubtedly be regurgitated up into

various sections of the recombine system, but this alone would not put

the reactor out of operation. The principal danger associated with a

power transient of this magnitude is the possibility of a H2-02 explo-

sion. There would probably be no explosion if the rods were dropped

immediately after the power excursion or if the recombine system were

in operation. It is the KEWB experience that during the power burst,

the large quantities of H2-02 generated do not explode, presumably be-

cause of the lack of an ignition source. However, after a sufficient
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amount of gas has diffised to the recombine, an explosion is usually

ignited by the catalyst. In a typical 42 KEWB excursion, the time delay

between peak power and the explosion was %2 min. The msximum peak pres-

sure in the core generated by gas explosions was found to be *4W psi.

SUPO has a safety feature which, if functional, might prevent an explo-

sion of this type. The assumed power transient would certainly produce

a large pressure surge throughout the recombine system, which would

trip the System-to-Stack sensitrol and open a 3/4-in. vslve that con-

nects the gas loop directly to the stack exhaust line. It is possible

that a sufficient zunountof the excess gas would escape into the stack

line so that the catalyst would not get hot enough to trigger an explo-

sion.

An excursion of the type outlined above actually occurred at SUPO

in December 1949, during measurements of rod drop times of the present

boron rods.
14

There was no rod safety bar at that time. The rods had

just been installed, and one of the cadmium rods was out of the reactor.

The boron rods were first lifted individually, a safe procedure, since

the removal of one rod was insufficient to make the reactor critical.

Later, both rods were pulled, held for_5 see, and then dropped simul-

taneously. This procedure may have been repeated a second time. Radia-

tion detectors indicated that an excursion had taken place, and it was

observed that the soup temperature had risen m22°C. ‘here ‘as ‘0 ‘2-02
explosion. The stsff member involved received 2.5 r of 7 radiation,

but no damage was done to the reactor. The total energy release was es-

timated to be -1.2 MU see, which is somewhat larger than that accounted

for by the estimated reactivity input of $1.15. However, not enough de-

tailed information is available to permit a reliable analysis of this

excursion.

2. Movement of Control Rods by Remote Control from the Reactor Console

Ramp reactivity insertions have been shown8 to give rise to the

following sequence of events: (1) A power transient occurs early in

the ramp input, soon after $1 has been inserted; (2) The power falls to
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a low level (20-50 kw) within 1 sec after the initial transient, and

then recovers slightly if rod withdrawal continues; and (3) After rd

withdrawal has ceased, the power level will slowly decrease as the fuel

temperature increases.

The KEWB investigators have concluded the following:
8

“Accidental

rod withdrawal is of little concern with regard to hazard to the instal-

lation, personnel, or environs, in the case of a water boiler reactor

of the K.EWBtype. Reactivity worth #5 can be added to the machine, by

single or multiple rod withdrawal, without pressures being produced,

instability resulting, or manual correction being required.”

Regardless of the above statement, it is of interest to define the

maximum accident attainable at SUPO through this means, since reactivity

inputs that are the result of withdrawal of control rods frcm the con-

sole are perhaps more probable than large step additions.

The speed of the boron-rod drive mechanisms permit a maximum rate

of reactivity addition, for each rod, of~7j!/sec. The selsyn-operated

cadmium rods can be withdrawn more rapidly, 20~/sec being considered

the normal maximum rate. Although it is strictly against the operating

rules to withdraw more than one rod at a time, it would be possible for

the operator, having previously made the reactor critical, to withdraw

both cadmium rods and the east boron rod simultaneously. In this way,

it is humanly possible to add #2.3 in-~ see, although it is well es-

tablished that the Period scram would drop the rods before @ could be

inserted. Manipulation of the rods in this manner obviously cannot

happen inadvertently. Such an extreme action on the part of the opera-

tor would be interpreted as a deliberate attempt to damage the reactor,

and perhaps should not be the concern of the present report. Briefly,

however, if the Period scram failed to operate, the excursion would

presumably follow the pattern outlined at the beginning of this sub-

section. The minimum period attained would probably be >10 msec, and

the maximum expansion pressure developed would be SO psi. The princi-

pal hazard would be the possibility of a subsequent H~-02 explosion. In
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this case, however, the recombine gy~tem wo~d

tion, and it is the HEWS experience > that (1)

gas following a ramp-induced power transient is

circulation pump is operating, and (2) in those

necessarily be in opera-

ignition of radiolytic

improbable when the gas

instances when an ex-

plosion does occur, it is a relatively low-grade ccaibustionwhich pro-

duces only minor pressures in the core region. The sudden release of

several liters of ~-02 would undoubtedly transfer soup from the sphere

to other parts of the recctnbinersystem and possibly up to certain un-

shielded flow meters and pressure gauges on the reactor top. This

would put the reactor out of cotmnissionfor a short time, but there

would be no serious damage.

@ f%ture increase in the total excess reactivity of the assembly

would not change the hazards associated with accidental control-rod

withdrawal.

3* Changes in Sphere Environment, Including the Introduction of Experi-

ments to the Reflector Region

Some of the known reactivity values which belong in this category

are as follows:
Reactivit Worth

#(w 35)

Glory Hole full of graphite (VS air) +6.15

Tangent Hole full of graphite (VS air) +3 .31

Glory Hole full of Lucite (VS air) +8.0

Port 4W graphite (VS air) +10.2

Cadmium rabbit in Glory Hole -10.7

Fast-neutron source tube in Glory Hole +38

The only significant value in this list is the 38 gmI?35 ($1.4) for the

fast-neutron source tube. This assembly has not been put in the Glory

Hole for several years, and my never be used again. During those

periods when it has been in use, the mechanical stop above the west boron

rod has been lowered to effectively cancel the positive reactivity value

of the source.
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4. Changes in Fuel Solution

The primary reactivity values involved here are:
I

Reactivity Worth
(gm U235)

Addition of 185 cc HNO
3

-lo

Addition of HoO to fill smhere from bubbler
level (f-dOOOEc)

Water in cooling coils (VS air)

In regard to the last item, the cooling

water since the exit piping is vented to the

sphere, and there is no way for the water to

+10

+21.5

coils are always full of

atmosphere 10 ft above the

siphon out.

Since each of the above items is worth 41, none of them can affect

the over-all hazard unless the change is introduced at the same time

that a significant amount of reactivity is being added by some other

means.

D. Radiation Hazards

After a 40-hr shutdown, the Water Boiler solution has an activity

of ~002 curie/ccO During 25 kw operation, the estimated activity of the

solution is --10curies/cc, and that of the sweep gas in the recombine

loop is AI curie/cc. It is evident that any significant leak in the

sphere or in the gas system could represent a serious health hazard.

These hazards are discussed in the following paragraphs and in Section

IX-E .

If the sphere wall were penetrated in such a way that soup could

actually ~ out of the core, most of the solution would descend

through a slot in the graphite reflector to a stainless steel catch pan

which underlies the entire reflector region. This pan drains through

an underground line to a large stainless steel tank located in a con-

crete pit (10 f% underground) east of the reactor building. A vacuum

pump

Suit

nvaintainsthe

that there is

outer tank at

gas flow from

subatmospheric pressure, with the re-

the reflector region to the vacuum
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pump at all times. The activity of the vacuum system outlet is contin-

uously monitored, and if this activity should rise to>5 times the

normal maximum value, an alarm would be tripped in the reactor control

roan. In certain types of accidents, this alarm would probably give

the first indication of the existence of a leak in either the sphere or

the recombine system. Another gas-activity monitor continuously samples

the reactor room air, and will trip an alarm if the activity rises a

factor of dO above the normal maximum.

If a very slow soup leak were to develop, the reflector vacuum

system should prevent dangerous amounts of radioactive gas frc?nes-

caping into the reactor room air. In this case, it wouldbe possible

for the operating personnel to proceed with transfer of the soup frcnn

the sphere to a portable set of l-liter Pb-shielded storage containers.

The procedure for this transfer is outlined in reference 4.

In addition to the radiation detectors mentioned above, there are

three y-sensitive monitors located in the reactor room, one in the

reactor control room, one in the valve house outside the reactor build-

ing, and one at the base of the South Mesa stack. Each of these moni-

tors is connected to two recording panels: one located in the reactor

control room and one just outside of the (hnegaSite main office. If the

radiation level at one of the monita stations exceeds the trip point,

a bell rings at both recording panels and a pilot light ccmes on which

identifies the responsible station.

Several years ago, there was concern about the possibility of a

power failure occurring at the same time as a radiation accident, with

the consequence that ventilation of the reactor room and control rocm

would be inadequate, the stack exhaust system would cease functioning,

and circulation of gas through the recombine system would stop. This

potential hazard has now been greatly reduced through the installation

of an auxiliary gasoline-powered motor-generator system which is capable

of supplying all of the reactor electrical demands. The time required

to put this system into operation is 2 or 3 min.
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E. Mximum Credible Accident

1. Inscription of Accident

In terms of danger to human life, the maximum credible accident at

SUPO is believed to be the release into the atmosphere of all recombiner-

system sweep gas after sustained operation at full power (25 kw). An

accident of this type could conceivably result from a H -O explosion,
22

an event which the KEWB experiments have shown can generate peak pres-

sures of several hundred psi, although these same experiments indicate

that the possibility of a violent radiolytic gas explosion during steady-

state power operation is extremely remote. It is probable that the

sphere and all major units of the recombine system would remain un-

damaged in such an explosion. However, some of the Magnehelic pressure .

sensors, which are connected to the recombine system through 10-ft

lengths of l/8-in.-I.D. metal tubing, might receive pressure pulses

large enough to blow off their plastic front covers, which would immedi-

ately release large quantities of radioactive gas into the reactor room.

The activity of the SUPO recombiner-system sweep gas (at 25-kw

equilibrium) has been estimated by Busey15 as d curie/cc. Since the

gas volume in the entire system is ~ liters, the potential total

activity release in the maximum credible accident (NF2A)is roughly

6000 curies. The fission products responsible for this activity are

largely the short-lived xenon and krypton isotopes. Iodine fission pro-

ducts are also known to be present, but their fractional contributions

to the total activity is negligible (see Table IX and Appendix). l?re-

sumably, both iodine and bromine are strongly inhibited from leaving the

fuel solution because of their volubility and highly reactive chemical

nature.

All activities released

by the flow (&200 cc/rein)of

quently, none of the gaseous

concentrations

into the sweep gas are subject to depletion

gas into the stack exhaust line. Conse-

activities build up to the equilibrium

that one would estimate from the fission production rate.
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TABLE IX

Calculated MAXIMUM TUl!ALACTIVITIES OF IODINE ISUl?OPES

IN suPo SWEEP Ms, AND AssOCIA~D “INFI~TE” mom DoSE

WHICH WOULD BE RECEIVED IN THE MAXIMUM CREDIBLE ACCIDENT

Isotope
of

Iodine

p + d“

#32

p4

1135 + ~

#6

Half-life

8 day

2.3 h.r

21 hr

53 min

6.7 h

86 sec

24 sec

Maximum Curie
Strength in
sweep Gasb

Concentrateion “Infinite”
in Reactor Thyroid

Rocm after MCAC Dose

(vc/m3) (rem/min)d

0.27 180 4.9

0.37

0.60

O*54

0.54

0.02

0.01

250 0.3

400 3.4

360 0.2

360 0.9

14 negl.

7 negl.

Total 9.7

asee Appendix.
bAfter several months of constant operation at 25 kw.

‘Assuming uniform dispersal in a volume of lW m3.

%otal rem received during each minute spent in the reactor room.

‘The “d” indicates that daughter activities have been considered in
the dosage calculation.



In fact, the mean “residence” lifetime of any gas atom released into

the circulating system is w30 min. This phenomenon preferentially sup-

presses the long-lived activities, so that radioactive gas extracted

from SUPO decays more rapidly than gross equilibrium fission products.

2. Hazard to On-site Personnel

The instantaneous dispersion of 6000 curies of fission-product

activity in the reactor room is obviously of grave concern to the occu-

pants, and the room would be evacuated as quickly as possible. Warning

of the high radiation field would be given at once by the three y-

sensitive monitors located in the reactor room, each of which produces

a loud audible signal at a threshold of -20 mr/hr. Also, evacuation

instructions would be immediately

system. The total radiation dose

evac~tion is highly dependent on

pattern of the released gas. For

announced over the public address

received by an individual during

his exit path and on the dispersion

simplicity of calculation, it will be

assumed that the 6000 curies are uniformly dispersed throughout the

reactor room, that the room volume cam be represented by a hemisphere

with 9-meter radius, and that the ventilation system has been shut off.

On this basis,

proximately 25

In regard

hazard is from

once they have

an individual would receive a whole-body exposure of ap-

rem (f3+ y) if it took him 1 min to leave the room.

to inhalation of the gaseous activity, the principal

the iodine isotopes, which collect in the thyroid gland

been absorbed into the body. On the basis of the

calculated equilibrium concentrations of iodine isotopes given in Table

IX, the assumed dispersion of this activity into a volume of 1500 m3,

and the ICRP thyroid dose values given in reference 16, it is estimated

that a man with normal respiration rate would receive an “infinite”

thyroid dose of -10 rem during each minute spent in the reactor room

following the MCA.

The current accidental or emergency exposure limits are 150 rem to

the thyroid and 25 rem whole body. Thus, whole-body exposure is the
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principal hazard in the MCA. It appears, however, that there is an

excellent chance that no one would receive an exposure greater than the

allowable emergency value. Something not considered in the above dis-

cussion is the fact that the large ventilating fan above the reactor

would certainly remove some of the gas from the

motor could be shut off. This could reduce the

hazard by a large factor.

3. Hazard to Off-site Population.

room before the fan

potential exposure

Regarding the hazard to the nearby population in the MCA, it will

be assumed that all of the gas activity (6OOO curies) is instantaneously

released into the atmosphere above the reactor building. The housing

area closest to SUPO is a trailer park which borders the 300-ft-deep

canyon in which the reactor is located. The actual distance to the edge

of the trailer area is --600ft. The assumptions made in computing the

potential radiation dose to a person in the trailer area are (1) that

the wind velocity is 1 mph, (2) that the radioactive cloud spreads by

17 (3) that the initial radius ofone-seventh of its downwind travel,

the cloud is 100 ft, and (4) that the total gas activity decays a factor

of two in the %5 min required for the cloud to drift to

Under these conditions, the whole-body dose would be -1

“infinite” thyroid dose would be -0.2 rem. The current

for off-site personnel are 3 rem to the thyroid and 0.5

x. Administration

the trailer area.

rem, and the

exposure limits

rem whole body.

The operations performed and the specific procedures employed in

operating the reactor are subject to the review and approval of the

LASL Reactor Safety Committee (RSC). This ccmmittee was formed in 1961

by the Director of the Laboratory. All matters relating to the over-all

safety of the reactor such as changes in design, operation, or proce-

dures are submitted to this committee.

The

with the

day-to-day responsibility for reactor safety obviously rests

operating group. The Water Boiler Committee, composed of the
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Group Leader and two senior group staff members, establishes the

general ~olicies for the operation of the reactor (subject to approval.

by the RSC). It also functions as a board of review and approval for

all experiments, procedures, or reactor design changes which might

significantly affect the safety of the reactor or of personnel on the

site.

The reactor supervisor is responsible to the Water Boiler

Committee for the safe operation and maintenance of the reactor and its

subsystems. His specific responsibilities include:

1. Direct supervision of the reactor operator, making sure that

the approved operating procedures are being followed.

2. Constant review of operating practices to determine whether

or not the safety aspects can be improved.

3* Scheduling of reactor operation, experiments, and maintemnce.

4. Discussion of proposed experiments and irradiations with

potential users of the reactor.

5. The recording of details of all maintenance operations in the

reactor log book.

6. The preparation, insertion, and removal of samples in accord-

ance with established procedures. This includes the inspection of

samples submitted by others to see that the materials, packaging, and

containers conform to the accepted standards of safety.

7. Maintenance of adequate records on all activated materials,

and proper storage of radioactive samples.

8. Surveillance of reactor area radiation levels whenever changes

are made in experimental setups. The supervisor is to see that adeqxrte

warning signs are placed at locations where radiation levels are above

tolerance. Assistance of the health monitor assigned to the site will

normally be obtained in accanplishing these tasks.
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XI. Future of the Water Boiler

In spite of the higher neutron flux locally available at the Omega

West Reactor (OWR), SUPO continues to be in demand for various research

activities. This is largely due to certain unique advantages offered

by a reactor of the water boiler type. These include the following:

1. Operationally, the reactor is highly flexible. The power level

can be changed rapidly, constant-power operation is easily established

a~here between 0.1 watt and 25 kw, and there is no xenon poisoning

problem.

2. Excellent flux reproducibility. Depending sctnewhaton the time

interval between measurements, a flux reproducibility of wIZ is attain-

able at all power levels from 10 watts to 25 kw. This results largely

from the fact that the flux distribution does not change with time.

3* Low ratio of y rays/neutron. In the immediate vicinity of the

sphere, this is largely a consequence of the low critical mass. --

thermore, the thermal-column regions are shielded by an &in. bismuth

wall. The relatively low y-ray background is a great advantage in

those experiments where 7 rays and neutrons induce similar effects,

such as in biological studies. Also, 7 heating is no problem.

4. Operation of the facility is not a large effort in terms of

either manpower or money. There are two full-time people assigned to

the reactor: an operator and a supervisor. The cooling water and

power consumption requirements are completely negligible, there is no

fuel-handling problem,

In many respects,

Also, SUPO serves as a

down for any reason.

SUPO has now been

f35 inventory is only dkg.and the total

SUPO and the OWR tend to cunplement one another.

backup facility in case the OWR has to be shut

operated for over I-1.years, with no forced shut-

downs of >2 weeks d~ation -- a record which few other reactors can

match. Among the difficulties that would clearly result in a long-term

shutdown of the reactor are development of a leak in either the sphere
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I

or the cooling coils, development of a leak in certain critical areas

of the recombine system, or excessive growth of the reflector graphite.

The future is of course uncertain, but it may be many more years before

these or other serious problems arise.
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APPENDIX

CONCENTRATION OF IODINE FISSION PRODUC1l’SIN THE WATER BOILER SWEEP GAS~

In January 1963, a sample of SUPO sweep gas was examined over a

period of several days with a NaI(Tl) scintillation spectraneter. Fran

the observed y-ray spectra, it was possible to determine the concentra-

tions of certain iodine fission products relative to those of krypton.

These experiments are briefly described and interpreted in the following

paragraphs.

The gas sample was obtained by drawing gas up pressure line No. 9

(see Fig. I.1). Transit time of the gas from the circulating system to

the collection cell was W2 sec. The y-ray spectrum was first examined

at To + 45 rein,at which time 32-xninC~38 (daughter of 17-min Xe138)
88

was the dominant activity. After 5 hr of decay, 2.8-hr Kr and its

daughter, 18-min Rb
88

, were major contributors to the observed y-ray
140133, &&y 1131, and 12.8-day Baspectrum. After 30 hr, 21-hr I were

the principal y-ray emitters. From the calculated atom ratios of
1131

/Krmand 1133/Krm which existed at To, it was evident that iodine

is almost completely inhibited from leaving the fuel solution. In order

to express this inhibition mathematically, it was necessary to develop a

model for the evolution of iodine from the soup. In this model, it is

assumed that iodine is evolved only when the reactor is at power, and

that the evolution rate is proportional to the number of iodine atc?ns

present in the solution. The differential equation which describes the

rate of change of the total

isotope in the swee~~ is.—

7The work described in the
J. W. Starrier.

number of atoms, N1, of a particular iodine

then

appendix was performed by M. E. Bunker and
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where S .
I

given by

where
~=

‘I =

%ak =

k=

‘I =

number of atoms of the iodine isotope in the soup, and is

kY1

[ 1

- e-(A1+fl)t + SOe-(~+fl)t
‘I = 1

(AI+ fl) I

value of S1 at t = O

probability per unit time that an iodine atcm will escape
-1from the fuel solution (see )

(1)

(2)

radioactive

probability

leak out of

decay constant of iodine isotope (see-l)

per unit time that an atcm in the sweep gas will
-1the recombine system (see )

(see text, Section IX-El).

-1the fission rate (see )

fission yield of the iodine isotope.

The solution to eqpation (1), for the case of fl << ~W, is

‘IaI
‘1=~

I

-+(l-$). [<%+fl)t - !@t ,,,
‘l-e-At) hak II

where A =
% + hak

kY1
and a

I
=—
A1+f

1

If e-At* O, which in the case of SUPO means t > 2 hr, the total

‘ activity of the iodine radioisotope in the sweep gas becomes
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.,=fIap[l-/&( +Je-(A1+fl,.] (4)

The krypton isotopes are assumed to be released instantaneously

from the solution, with 10@ evolution. The differential.equation

which describes the time variation of the number of atoms of a partic-

ular krypton isotope in the sweep gas is

dNn

Kr - %rNKr - ~akNKr
= kY

dt
(5)

which gives, for the total activity (~) of .lm kr@on isotope, the

relation

%= %rNK2= ‘~ ‘1 - “t)
(6)

where A =
% + %eak

By making use of the above equations, the measured activity ratios

~-133/~-&3 and A1-ul/~-&y and the operational history of the

reactor prior to the sample extraction, i. was possible to solve for

the iodine “escape” constant, fl. For both IU3 and IU1, the value

for fl was found to be %2.7 x 10-7(sec‘1). This means that during 1 hr

of operation at 25 kw, the probability that a particular iodine atom

will escape from the solution is *1O-3. Thus, short-lived iodine

isotopes are less populous in the sweep gas than the long-lived iso-

topes, because most of the short-lived nuclei undergo radioactive decay

before they are able to escape frcm the soup.

The calculated activities of iodine isotopes given in Table IX of

the text were obtained using equation (4) and the following values for

the constants: ~a= 5.6x 10-4 see-1, f1=2.7x10-7sec-1, and

14 fissions/see (at 25 kw).k= 7.5x10 Values of Y1 were obtained

frcm reference 18.
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